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Lēi Nuò'ěr

Lēi Nuò'ěr is a Active Player Character played by Locked 0ut.

Lēi Nuò'ěr
Species & Gender: Female Nekosoldat NH-29/YNNX-2

Organization:
 Yuukan Republic

Occupation: Political Officer

Rank:
 Aufseherin

Current Placement: 2nd Armoured Brigade 2nd Platoon

Physical Description

Tall and imposing, not only compared to her Yamataian cousins but compared to most humanoids in the
Kikyo Sector. She has a severe face with high, angular cheekbones and tan skin framed by chin length
black hair. Rarely seen with a hair out of position, Nuò'ěr is the model of a modern YNNX Commissar.

Personality

She does her best to model herself in the glorious image of Empress Michiru (May she live forever). Her
loyalty to the Republic and belief in the will of the Empress is only matched by her instinct for self
preservation and social climbing. As a political officer, Nuo'er has privileges the average Nekosoldat
could only dream of. She is desperate to maintain and expand those privileges and not find herself added
to her battalion's zombie compliment.

History

Lēi Nuò'ěr was born 33日 9月 YE 38 in Rodan City, Yuukan I. Throughout her accelerated childhood and
upon maturation, Nuò'ěr consistently scored well on mental, physical, and emotional aptitude tests.
Luckily she tested into the Political Officer caste allowing her to avoid the deprivations faced by her less
well-bred sisters.

Skills Learned

Standard Military Skills
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Leadership: In her officer training (specifically her political officer training), she learned to
command the respect and fear of her troops. Whether or not her academic knowledge translates to
the real world is yet to be seen.
Humanities

Social Connections

Lei Nuo'er is connected to:

@@Social Connections@@

Inventory & Finance

Lēi Nuò'ěr has the following:

YPV-10 Coil Pistol
NMX Type 31 Saber
Flare Gun
Zombie Control Device.
Uniform:

An expensive and complete dark green overcoat, with black flairs and gold buttons. It
contains an inlay for a durandium plate, front, back and shoulders. Frequently worn with a
compatibly embellished camo cloak. The cap is wide-brimmed and fearsome looking.

Lei Nuo'er currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by Locked 0ut on 10, 23 2022 at 15:20 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Locked 0ut becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Lēi Nuò'ěr
Character Owner Locked 0ut
Character Status Work In Progress
Current Location Yuukan System
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